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Library Speakers discuss life w
dean set
to retire
Breivik to leave at the
end of Spring 2005
of concern, Breivik said.
All of those concerns
are taken care of now,
Patricia Breivik, dean she said.
"I am very enthusiastic
of the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library, an- about our current ’leadernounced last week she ship with (Interim) Preswill be retiring at the end ident (Don) Kassing and
of the Spring 2005 se- Provost (Carmen) Sigler,"
Breivik said. "They are
mester.
"It’s a tremendous excellent people and I feel
shock," said Associate the library and campus
Dean of the King Li- are in such good hands
brary Jo Whitlatch, "be- with them that I can recause she really did an tire and go be with my
family," she said, referoutstanding
ring to family
job and she
members living
will be sorely
in South Caromissed."
lina.
Breivik,
"That was
who came to
always the hard
San Jose State
part, being so
University in
far away front
1999, said she
them," Breivik
had
initialsaid.
ly promised
BREIVIK
Whitlatch
stay one year
said
Breivik’s
after the lileaving is of
brary opened,
concern
to
people
because
which would have been
last spring, but decided to she was a very positive
stay because she still had force and will be very difa number of concerns re- ficult to replace.
"She basically came
lated to the library
"I put off that date un- (to the university) to get
til there was closure to the King Library up and
do an act
those concerto," Breivik running to
of fundraising, and she
said.
Some concerns had misses her family," Whit to do with the lack of a latch said. "By the end of
development officer for the Spring, she will have
the library and with ini- done what she came to
tiating a group of’ leaders do."
Jane Light, the direcfront the community who
would help work with the tor of the San Jose Public
library and that develop- Library, said Breivik has
ment officer in getting accomplished a "remarkfunding, Breivik said. In- able" amount in what will
ternal management issues be six years upon her reand the lack of’ a permaset, BREIVIK, page 3
nent president were also
By Amaya Wiegert
Daily Staff Miter

Tomoini Tsuda I Daily Staff
Julia Lane, a member of Health Connections, shares her experience before and after she found out she was HIV positive during World AIDS Day on Tuesday at Spartan
Memorial. Lane said she decided to go to HIV testing after her husband died of cancer associated with AIDS. The cost of the medication, including this injection medicine called Fuzeon, sums up to $4,200 a year.

HIV-positive guests share experiences of living with
virus, suggest preventive measures to students
By Tomomi Tsuda
Daily Staff Photographer
Firsthand stories of what it’s like to live with HIV were
told at the World AIDS Day Symposium Tuesday at the
Spartan Memorial.
Seven speakers talked about issues related to IIIVis a
part of events held at San Jose State University, during World
AIDS Day.
Julia Lane, who is HIV positive and a member of Health
Connections, spoke at the event, She said she had a happy

marriage with her husband, but one day, she found a lump
on his shoulder.
Later, it was discovered to be cancer
a cancer associated with AIDS.
Lane said she was oblivious to the fact her husband had
a completely different life outside of their relationship until
she found a note in his wallet after his death.
The note told her that he was having relationships with
other people.
She decided to go get tested and found out she was HIV
positive.

Library fines check out
By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Staff Writer

see AIDS, page 3

Registration High cost of living
loophole worries some grads
may be fixed
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Ste Writer

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library patrons returning overdue
materials might find themselves short
of a few dollars afterward.
The library charges fines that range
from 25 cents to several hundred dollars, depending on the length of time
and number of items that are overdue,
said Jeanne LoFranco, head of public
access services at the library.
According to information froin the
library, overdue items are those that
have been kept beyond their allotted
loan period.
Most items, such as books, can be
checked out for three weeks, while
items such as DVDs, VHS tapes and
compact discs can only be bowled for
a week, according to information front
the library.
LoFranco said the library designates Reins into public and university
categories.
Public items are owned by the city
of San Jose and university items are
owned by San Jose State University
Lamm said.
LoRanco also said there are uni-

By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer
The Academic Senate may close a
loophole in the PeopleSoft registration
system that allows students who have not
completed all areas of the core general education requirements from enrolling in
advanced G.E. courses through The MyS,
Jai Web site,
"Completion of core G.E. is supposed
to be a prerequisite for all advanced GI.,
but the computer doesn’t enforce that,"
said Robert Cooper, associate vice president of Undergraduate Studies at San
Jose State University. "It depends on individual faculty members to ask their class if
they have completed core G.E,"
Core G.E. is made up of 39 units of
lower -division courses, which may be either completed at SJSU or transferred
from a community college, said Gail Evans, the associate dean of Undergraduate
Studies at SJSU.
She said the 12 units of advanced GE,
Pilot() Illustration by Amanda Brittingbaf

see FINES, page 4

Lane didn’t remember how she told her parents, but when
she did, she said, "the three of us hugged. and cried, cried
and cried."
Lane suffered from both the virus itself and its side effects.
"My good day was a day I could get up from my bed and
make a sandwich," she said. Lain said she once had almost
lost all of her hair.
After trying many kinds of medications, such as having
a tube stitching Olt her body Lane said she finally found a

see

REGISTRATION, page 4

Once students graduate from San Jose State University, some may never see their classmates again, whereas
others continue to see each other if they stay in the San
Josesoateae.
Some students are willing to stay in the San Jose area,
but some move away after they graduate from SJSU.
Job availability and the cost of living seem to be the
biggest concerns for sonic SJSU students when decided
whether to stay in San Jose.
The cost of living is definitely :a concern for Nolan Millare, a senior kinesiology major, when deciding whether to
live in the San Jose area after he graduates.
it’s expensive to live here, so we need a well-paying
job," Millare said.
Millare said from the job postings he checks in the kinesiology department, there seem to be jobs available in
the San Jose area that are related to his degree. Therefore,
Millare said he doesn’t really need to consider moving
from the San Jose area for now. If Millare needs to move
out from the San Jose area, it depends on how he feels
ve omit, hetheles,id
when he actually needs to decide to
moveabout
However, Millare said he is concerned
salary
because he doesn’t want to spend too much on housing,.
"I at least want to spend sonic money on myself,’ he
said.
Adrian Rodriguez, an associate professor of biological
see HOUSING. page 6
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Required college courses were lessons we
’ One of my winsr general education classes was Introduction to Biology with Victoria Johnson. I earned, yes earned,
a D by barely going to any of the lectures. I fortunately didn’t
have to retake the class, but the only reason why I didn’t enjoy
. it was because I had a bad attitude going in to it.
thought, ’This is stupid. I’ve already had this class in high
school. Why dal need it again?"
But you know, when I did go to class, I liked it. For some
reason, though, I just thought San Jose State University administrators were foolishly making me take a class that wasn’t
even related to my then -undeclared major.
As it turns out, after that I started trying to have a more
open mind about G.E. classes and their importance, it eventually influenced me to declare my major as Comparative
Religious Studies.
So, as someone who has endured as more -than -necessary
amount of G.E. classes, here’s a list of the G.E. classes that
were interesting, challenging (but not unbearable) and semi life-changing.
Death, Dying and Religion (RELS 99) This was my
first religious studies class and my first Winter session course.
Though it went by very quick, in three weeks, I became very
close with my peers in the class, had a better understanding
of how to deal with grieving family members and friends and
was finally able to think about how I grieve. It is a very emotional class. If you do not like to share personal experiences, I

nu not recommend taking this course, it did turn me on to religious studies classes because it opened itself up to authors such
as Leo Tolstoy and Robert Bellah. I received a well-deserved
A- in the class. Satisfies E requirement.
Reconstruction of Lost Civilizations
(ANTH 160) Jonathan Karpf taught this
class when I took it, and he will be teaching
two courses this semester. If you don’t mind
an extremely quick talker and a very funny and
sarcastic man, this is a great course and great
lecturer. However, if you don’t attend the class,
you will fail. I missed two classes and got a C+,
largely because I did not understand the mathematical equation to finding oust how to carbon
date fossils. This class looks at ancient civilizations, how to date bones and forces many who
are religious to expand their worldviews. Satisfies
R. requirement.

JENNIFE

Religion and America (RELS/HUM 191) Jennifer
Rycenga teaches this class, Another quick talker, this class is
entertaining. While there is quite a bit of reading, the book
choices range from learning about a branch of Christianity
that uses rattlesnake handling to learning about Scientology.
The lectures are very interesting but of course are more interesting if you did all your homework. Though die teacher has

Letter: SJSU faculty needs diversity to reflect student body
Dear editor,
have only been at San Jose State
University since August. When I left
Cal Poly Pomona University, I thought
I would be entering a university full of
interactive diversity similar to my experience in the Bay Area before I left for
college. Yet this campus’s faculty does
not represent the student body. According Me SJSU Web site, the student
population is tpproximately 40 percent
Asian American (including Filipinos
and Pacific Islanders). If one looks at
the university’s Institutional Planning
Academic Resource (as of Aug. 2), less
than 100 of the regular (full -rinse) professors are Asian Americans out of more
than 70(1. This is about 13 percent. Fewer than 30 of the professors arc African
Americans, ’This is only about 3 percent.
There are fewer than 40 Latino or I hispanic professors. This is only about 4
percent. All of these percentage, add up
to less than the students who are here.

These numbers don’t support chains’, of
diversity.
Dona Bert:tin of Human Resources mentioned that the university has
plenty of people of color and women in
staff positions. She has misunderstood
the African Americans Faculty Lk. Staff
Association’s (AA FSA) purpose of voicing our concerns. AAFSA is concerned
about having people of color and women
in faculty, staff and ,idininistrator positions that actively help in increasing
access to higher education to everyone.
Most staff members of color and women
are not administrators, but adininistrarive assistants, custodians and facility
workers
people without much authority at SJSU.
Seven women were fired in the last
18 months from Academic Services.
What’s even snore disturbing is that
these people have been active in trying to increase overall student suck.e.s.
Nehancla Imam was endorsed by the
Academic Senate on Nov. 1 ,trid was

fired less than a week later. Stella Gin
received an award for inure than 30
years of service to SJSU in October. She
was fired within a month of receiving
that award. These kinds of events make
students, faculty, staff tind community
members concerned. Currently, many
at-will staff members are being asked
to be quiet. They are being told that being involved is not in their best interests.
If the.re is nothing to hide, why itre staff
members being told this? Why are students (including Black Student Union
officers) being told that since they still
have some time before they graduate,
they should stay out of being involved in
investigating this issue? SJSU, we cannot
be silent to injustice!

high expectations, she is funny, smart and helpful. I missed a
few classes and got a 13+. Satisfies S requirement.
Bible History and Literature (RELS/HUM/JWSS/
MDES 90)
Taught by Brent Walters, this
class is wonderful. It is great for those who are
curious, passionate or doubtful about the Bible.
Walters’ teaching style is intriguing, and he has
a knack for ’getting students interested in what
he’s teaching. Regardless of your religious convictions, this is a solid class to take. I took the
nearly three-hour class once a week and earned
a 13+. 1 suggest, however, taking the hourand-fifteen-minute class twice a week instead.
Satisfies C2 requirements.
Magic, Science and Religion (RELS/
ANTH 122) This class is best paired with
the "lab" class Body, Mind and Spirit, both
taught by Mira Zussman, The two of these
classes combined challenge you not only as a student, but as a
living being in this world.The two classes should only be taken
by those who appreciate different theories when understinding
the world and for those who enjoy either questioning or believing things such as psychics, different realms and divination
processes. The two classes have the potential to change your
life and improve your CPA. DurIng this semester, I improved
my workout program, kept a daily journal, stopped drinking al MCLAIN

earned

,cohol and was aware of what went in my body, such as caffeine
and sodium. I earned an A- in the lab and B+ in the lecture.
Satisfies V requirement.
rs y tty tclatachle
As reflected by my grades, these classesctareopreho
lenging. But they are worth it. The instru
these courses are among my favorite teachers in the university because each is knowledgeable, funny and caring toward
students. In addition, for those who are not quite as convinced
that they should be majoring in what they are, it provides an
opportunity to explore interesting topics.
If these classes don’t sound interesting to you, here is a
list of classes that are rumored to be fun and easy: Creating
a Meaningful Life (REC 10), Human Sexuality (1310 140),
Physical Fitness and Nutrition (NUFS/HUP 163), Introduction to Philosophy (PHIL 10), Mass Communications and
Society (MCOM 72) and Controversial Legal Issues (POLS
20).
For those of you who are too lazy to go to an adviser, hopefully my advice won’t lead you astray. But if you need a second
opinion, you can always check out Ratemyprolessor,com.

Jennifer McLain lathe Spartan Daily executive editor.
"Oxymoron" appears every Thursday.
. _

THE THROWBACK

Hardships in Bay Area
affect graduating students

There comes a time for all of us when a duipter of our life tapped the machine and said,"Th at was pretty convenient, Inn
story must be completed while a new chapter is begun. For damn, this used tube somebody’s job."
some of us, that time is right around the corner graduaNow, I know it wasn’t as particularly high -paying job, but
tion.
still, that’s one tnore person out there competing for the right
Instead of worrying about getting homework done on to make a living.
thne, we now have to worry about possibly moving somewhere
One more factor working against college students trying to
else and finding a full-time career. Freshmen, that homework start a career, especially ones in the Bay Area, is the lifespan of
stuff isn’t so bad, so quit complaining.
many of the jobs here.
I catne to San Jose State University just after the tech bubThe days of working with a company for 20 to 30 years and
ble burst, hoping to earn a second degree while the economy being given p gold watch as the person is forced into retirerebounded. I still can’t say that has happened with any certain - inent seetn all but over. Most companies here, particularly the
Ty. Things may have gotten slightly better, but it’s still a jungle high-tech ones, simply don’t last that long.
Elgrie Hurd, III
out there.
Si’ the population of the Earth will probably
’,final: merican Faculty Staff
The number of people competing for jobs
continue to rise in number and people will live
Illf(Viddi014 Student Liaison
right
now
is
astounding.
Last
year,
a
friend
longer,
of
increasing the number of people needSociology
mine applied for a journalism job down in
ing to support themselves. It seems as if die
number of jobs taken frosts people and handed
I Editor’s note: "Reloading’ by Ron Pangrac, which usually appears every Thursday, will not appear in today’s issue. It 7,, Gilroy and told me lie was one of about 45
applicants.
to machines will also continue to increase.
, will return next Thursday.
I was floored. No offense to the garlic capiSee the problem we’re facing? Be thankfill
tal
of
the
world,
but
about
45
people
actually
the
family dog isn’t looking for as Mb yet.
Correction: The Nov. 23 edition qf "Thought Crimes" by Konstantin ilhadjiev rall without a caption. Today’s "Thought
wanted to write news stories about Gilroy?
I’m not trying to paint a dark picture, just
! Crimes" is the correct version of /he cartoon, The Daily regrets the error.
That’s what things Isave come to these days
pointing out some trends that I think will dramatically affect our lives sooner or later.
and there are several reasons why.
First and foremost, despite all the reports
While college life has its pressures too, it
that Americans are obese and unhealthy,
seems easier nosy that I’m on the verge of leavIAN ROSS
most of us are living longer, healthier lives.
ing it behind again.
Back when flu: retirement age was set at 65,
Now that things are winding down, I realthe average male wasn’t expected to live to see 80.
ize I’m going to miss SJSU. Despite all its well-clocutnentecl
Guess what? Things have changed, and by the time I hit problems, I’ve grown smite attached to it over the past two
my senior years, I expect to have to keep working into my 70s. years.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
If advances in medicine continue over the next 40 ye:trs, I fully
Sure, the parking sucks, a lot of the sniclents are apathetic
three wotking days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
expect tnost of us to live past 90 years old.
to campus life and several key leadership positirstss retnain utmuDwight Bentel Hall, mons 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casa.sisu.edit titled "Sparta Guide."
I’m still trying to figure out Isow I’m supposed to support filled, but SJSU is a great place to come and learn.
pause
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed its the order in which they are received.
myself and any potential wives ancl kids 1 might have, buy a briefly to note the irony that so many people need jobs but the
nice house, put the kids through college and still have enough school still hasn’t found a full -tutor president or tits athletic
Bible and You" will take place front
TODAY
money left over to last me another 35 years when 1 don’t want director. There is a vacancy for as football coach too, so start
7 pall. to 8 p.m. The Alpha Omega Student
to work any more.
sending its resumes.
Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m. All events will take
SJSU Artists’ Guild I loliday Sale
I seriously don’t know how finnilies who live on minimum
Seriously though, my time at SJSU has been more than
place in the Catholic Campus Ministry. For more
A sale of ceramic and glass art will take place from
wage survive, especially in the Bay Area, where everything is worth it. I’ve made a lot of friends here, and I really feel like I
inthrmation, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
8 a.m. to 4 pro. in the Art (..).nad between the Student
expensive.
am a part of that campus.
Union and the Art building. For more information,
So, as people continue to live longer, they will continue to
Again, I’ll pause briefly to note the irony of finding iny
School of Music
call Cynthia Siegel at (3(15) 962-5093.
work longer and it will become harrier for many young people niche at as commuter school when I never really did at VC
"The Listening I km" concert series with solo and
to get their careers started.
Santa Barbara. Go figure.
chamber music will take place from 12:30 p.m. to
School of Art and Design
Another factor is our growing reliance on machines to do
So, to those starting as new chapter, I wish you the best of
1:20 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. It will
A thesis project will be on display from 8 a.m. to
work that used to be done by people.
luck. To those who still have as few chapters at SJSU left, make
feature:
faculty
artists
Cecil):
Wird
and
Tom
Stone
I
was
at
the
library
last
week
with
a
friend
and she was them Count.
8 p.m. outside the Art building and in Gallery 2. An
checking out a book. It’s been a while since I checked out a
on the violin, Ethan Filner cos than viola and Jennifer
art exhibit-featuring student galleries will take place
hook, so I was looking for a person to take it to and check it
Kloetzel on the tylio. For more inthrmation, call the
from 10 st.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more
out. There isn’t one.
music office at 924-4673.
infinmation, call the gallery office at 924-4330.
It wits like the self-checkout lane in the grocery store. Slide
Ian ROI( is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer
This is Melina/ appearanee of"The Throwback."
the library card in, scan the barcode and it’s done. As we left, I
Society ofj lastino Engineers and Scientists
Counseling Services
_
A general meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
A womeffis process group will meet- from 10:30 i.m.
noon in counseling services. For snore infinmation, call Costanoan room in the Student Union.
THOUGHT CRIMES
KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV
Carina Esteban or Ciara Mahan ,tt 924-0910.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
Citoyenneld et
Citizenship and
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m, in the
Student Union
Immigration Canada
Immigration Canada
Gitatiallape
1-00111
sit
the
Stmlent
Union.
For
inure
"Tobias Wolff: In Cu snversation" will take place at.
information, call Chanted at 472-2465.
noon in the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
in rooms 225 to 229.
Student Union
"Tobias Wolff: The 2004-05 M intim Heasley Cox
Associated Students Campus Recreation
"XBox Open Play" will take place from noon to 2 pan, Lecture" will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium,
in the Event Center Sport Club Lounge, For more
information, contact 924-6266 or e-mstil
Campus Crusade fin- Cltrist
ritachandlet(mas.sjsu.edu.
"Nightlife," Jt time Mr worship, prayer, fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at 8 p.m. at the
Catholic Campus Ministry
Spartan Memorial. For more information, call Mark
Daily Mass tvill take place at 12:10 p.m. Confirmation
Deltoid at 421’9281.
classes will take place from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. "The
DEMOCRATS REACT TO NE OUTCOME OF THE no4 ELECTION
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Pentagon vvill boost number
of troops in Iraq to 150,000
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Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Army Brig.
Gen, David Rodriguez told reporters
at the Pentagon on Wednesday that
the increase from the current 138,000
troops would mainly provide security
for Iraqi elections scheduled for the
end of January and also "keep up the
pressure on the insurgency since the
Fallujah operation."
Gen. George Casey, the top U.S.
commander in Iraq, requested the additional troops, which were approved
by Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld, officials said.
Rodriguez, the operations director
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said officials planned to reduce the number of
U.S. forces back to 138,000 by the end
of March, depending on the security
situation. But hopes for reducing the
number of troops have been continually dashed over the past year. When
Baghdad fell in April 2003, some
Pentagon officials were privately estimating 30,000 U.S. troops on the
ground by the end of that summer,
but the ever-growing insurgency disrupted those plans.
With Wednesday’s announcement, 10,400 soldiers and Marines
will receive extensions for as long
as two months, while 1,500 soldiers
from the Army’s 82nd Airborne Division in coming weeks will be sent to
Iraq for about 120 days to support security efforts during the election period, officials said.
The addition of U.S. troops to
provide security for the elections was
expected, but the numbers unveiled
Wednesday were higher titan officials
had been estimating. Two weeks ago,
Lt. Gen. Lance Smith, deputy commander of the U.S. Central Command, said he expected a "brigade’s
worth " of troops
about 5,000
would be kept in Iraq during the election period.

Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., a former
officer in the 82nd Airborne, said the
extensions and additional troops announced Wednesday showed the Pentagon was finally confronting "the reality of Iraq."
"You need more troops, well trained troops, " Reed said in an interview, estimating that as many as
300,000 U.S. troops were necessary
to provide security in Iraq. That figure echoes the estimate of the former
Army chief of staff, Gen. Eric Shinseki, who in the weeks before the war
told Congress it would take "several

"You need more
troops, well-trained
troops."

Sen. Jack Reed,
D-R.I.

hundred thousand " troops for postwar security operations in Iraq.
Both Rumsfeld and his deputy,
Paul Wolfowitz, publicly challenged
that number, with Wolfowitz terming Shinselci’s estimate "wildly off
the mark."
Officials and defense analysts are
expecting Iraqi security forces, which
now number about 115,000, to pick
up a greater share of the peacekeeping
effort and eventually allow the United
States to cut back its forces. There are

One, two, three

20,000 to 24,000 other foreign troops
in Iraq deployed by 28 countries as
part of the U.S.
led coalition.
Rumsfeld and Gen. Richard B.
Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, have told Congress that
about 145,000 Iraqi forces would be
trained and equipped by the January
election. But Wednesday, Rodriguez
placed the number at 125,000.
"The Iraqi troops continue to
make progress," Rodriguez said, But
he admitted they were still not able or
in sufficient numbers to handle current security needs.
The troops whose extensions
were announced Wednesday include
4,400 soldiers from the 2nd Brigade
of the 25th Infantry Division, which
is based in Hawaii and was slated
to return in January after a year in
Iraq. Now they are to return home
in March.
Another 3,500 soldiers from the
2nd Brigade of the 1st Cavalry Division of Fort Hood, Texas, will
be extended for two months, until
March, when they will have served
14 months in Iraq.
Some 2,300 Marines from the
31st Marine Expeditionary Unit
whose troops are from Okinawa, Hawaii and California will now return in February or March instead of
January.
Finally, 160 soldiers from the
Germany-based 66th Transportation Company, which is now in Kuwait, will remain for 14 months and
return in March.
The additional troops are being
sent from Fort Bragg, N.C. The 1,500
soldiers from the 82nd Airborne Division are scheduled to stay in Baghdad for 120 days, officials said.
Asked Wednesday how he expected the extensions to affect morale,
Rodriquez said, "The soldiers and
their family members understand the
importance of this.
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AIDS I Speakers stress open discussion on HIV
continuedfrom page 1
medication called Fuzeon, which is
injected into the body.
She said it worked well for her the
first time. All of the medication she
takes today adds up to 84,200 a year,
Lain said.
Steven Millner, chair of the African American Studies department,
provided statistics that show the African American population in the United States as a high risk for HIV.
"HIV is among the top three
causes for death in (the) African

American community," Millner said.
He said late testers and poverty were
risk factors.
It’s important to explore the information," he said.
More help is needed in Latino
and Asian communities as well, said
Manuel Serrano, a member of Positively Speaking and has been HIVpositive for 15 years.
He said it is important for people
to open their eyes to this issue because
that would help a lot.
There was also a high risk of possible HIV infection among homeless

people, said Yolanda Engiles from
the Community Homeless Alliance
Ministry.
She said it is hard for the homeless
to have access to medical care. She
said a stable lifestyle and sufficient
housing could help.
HIV is now a global issue, Millner said.
Getting
tested
for
HIV
and using condoms can prevent the virus from spreading.
"Honesty in your relationship is very
important," Millner said. "Then, it
can be better managed."
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BREIVIK I Instrumental in raisingfundsfor library
continuedfrom page 1
ti rem en t.
"She was instrumental in the fundraising of this building," Light said.
"She helped to bring to the Academic Senate and to the campus as a
whole a greater understanding of the
role of the library and the challenges
it faced in terms of funding,"
Annette Nellen, chair of the Academic Senate, said Breivik is an international expert on information literacy, which Breivik said helps people
develop skills so they know when they
need information, how they can find
it for a problem or an issue and how
to use it efficiently.
"She’s done a good job of getting
people more aware of how (information literacy) needs to be in the curriculum," Nellen said.
This fall, the library is back to having late -night study hours every night
and staying open around the clock
during finals because of Breivik’s
working around budget cuts and implementing a student fee, Light said.
"One of her great characteristics is
she’s very persistent," Light said.
"Things happen when she decides
to make them happen."
Diane Brandenburg, a community member who aided Breivik in her
fundraising efforts, said that a library
’council that Fireittik fbirtied, consisting of men and women from the
community’s private sector, will .be
In place when she retires. The council will be an ongoing project so the
library is supported by various mem,
bets of the community, she said.
Brandenburg said it will also go
forth with a lot of Breivik’s visions.
"Patricia has brought (them) together to wotk on maintaining the
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level and stature that this library has
reached," Brandenburg said.
Brandenburg said what makes
Breivik so special is she doesn’t hide
behind or come from a high level or
stance.
"Site makes you feel that you are
contributing," Brandenburg said.
"She makes it fun to work for."
Brandenburg added that she never
thought she would have had time to
work on the library council and work
with Breivik in addition to all the other demands in her life.
"She is able to touch something in
you that is what she is made up of
her visions for the library, her visions
of greatness she’s able to touch that
and able to help each of us to see it
within ourselves," Brandenburg said.
During the spring, Breivik said she
will be spending more time working
with fund raising for the library in order to get that effort launched.
"Part of my arrangement is I’m going down to a four-day work week,"
Breivik said, adding that she will be
able to focus more on the book she
is writing with the president of Vanderbilt University, Gordon Gee, on
how academic libraries can be strategic tools for accomplishing campus’
missions,
"There will be a lot about San Jose
State in the book," Breivik said.
Upon her retirement, Breivik said
she has a number of things planned,
including becoming A senior Fulbright consultant, working with her
son’s company and publishing materials that she has developed over the
years for adult Sunday School classes.
Breivik said she will also keep up
with her professional work with information literacy.
"Everybody needs that skill now,"

Breivik said.
Provost Sigler has promised to
quickly set up a search committee to
find a new dean, Breivik said.
Sigler could not be reached for
comment.
"Our hope is to have somebody on
board or almost on board by the time
I leave," Breivik said.
"I think you’ll have far better candidates (for the position) because it
is the Library of the year for 2004,"
Breivik said, referring to the national
award the library received last June.
Some colleagues, such as Brandenburg, aren’t as confident that a replacement dean will compare.
"It’s going to be difficult and it’s
going to be challenging for that new
person to fit in Patricia’s shoes and yet
bring their own special talents to the
table," Brandenburg said.
Interim President Don Kassing
said he expected the search for a new
dean to be great.
"It should be a very interesting
job to people," Kassing said at a press
conference on Wednesday:
"This library is one of the most interesting libraries in the world,"
Kassing said he knew Breivik was
considering retirement a while ago
and wished her luck.
Breivik said that she will leave is
piece of her heart with the library and
with people at the campus.
"It really has been an honor to me
to be part of making this library happen," Breivik said,
"I believe that we, together with
our city partners, have created a new
vision for lifelong learning that will
benefit generations to come here and
many other places where it will be
emulated," she said.
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Math professor Brad Jackson juggles on the lawn next to the Associated Students House on
Wednesday. Jackson is a member of a juggling club on campus that includes faculty and students whom usually meet once a week.

Center for Literary Arts
College of Humanities and the Arts

Tobias Wolff
The 2004-2005 Martha Heasley Cox Lecturer
Author of:
This Boy’s Life
Old School

Thursday, December 2, 2004
Conversation followed by public Q&A
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library
(co-sponsor of this event)

2nd Floor Meeting Rooms (Rooms 225-227)
12:00 noon -- Free Admission
The Martha Heasley Cox Lecture
Reading and book signing
Morris Dailey Hall, SJSU
7:30 p.m. -- Free Admission
Books by Tobias Wolff are available at

Spartan 13ookstore

Center
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Arts
www.litartorg
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High court overturns sentence
in college students’ slayings
Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio -The Ohio
Supreme Court on Wednesday overturned a man’s death sentence and
murder conviction in the slayings of
two college students, saying the murder count should have been tried in
Pennsylvania where they were killed,
The court ruled unanimously that
Terrell Yarbrough was wrongly tried
in Ohio for aggravated murder of the
students from Franciscan University
in Steubenville.
However, the court upheld robbery, kidnapping and burglary convictions and a 59-year sentence because
those crimes happened in Steubenville and said nothing would prevent
a Pennsylvania court from trying Yarbrough On murder charges.
Brian Muha, 18, and Aaron Land,
20, were robbed and kidnapped at
their apartment in Steubenville, but
were shot 12 miles away along a western Pennsylvania highway.
Yarbrough, 24, of Pittsburgh, was
convicted in Common Pleas Court
for the execution -style shootings, and
the jury found he was the triggerman.
Accomplice Nathan Herring, 23, is
serving life in prison without parole
for murder, robbery and kidnapping.
Writing for the majority, Chief
Justice Thomas Moyer criticized
prosecutors, defense attorneys and
the trial judge for not recognizing
the murder case shouldn’t have been
brought in Ohio.
r

One would expect that those
charged with the responsibility of
,participating in the prosecution of a
defendant who is subject to the ultimate penalty would exercise more
diligence," Moyer said;
Prosecutor John Pettit . in Washington County, Pa., where -the slayings took place, said he was leaning
toward charging Yarbrough. The decision has no initnediate impact on
Herring, but likely gave him similar
grounds for appeal.
Jefferson County Prosecutor Bryan Pelmet, who in 1999 was a courtappointed defender for Herring, said
he was satisfied both states had. jurisdiction.
"No lawyer in the case at any level of the trial raised .the issue, Pelmet said.
Prosecutor Stephen Stern said the
crime "was an affront to the people of
Jefferson County, so we did what we
thought was right, and I still think it
was right."
With the Supreme Court’s ruling,
"there goes another several hundred
thousand dollars of some taxpayers’
money," said Stern, now retired in
Florida.
Aaron Land’s mother, Kathleen
O’Hara, said Wednesday’s ruling
made it seem as if the slayings had
not happened.
"I want to see justice done for my
son. And I fully intend to sit through
another trial if that’s what it takes,"
she said,

Amanda 13rittingham / Daily Staff
San Jose State University fine art senior, Ti Mai, tries on a handmade hat from Nepal outside of the Student Union Wednesday afternoon. "I am
totally into handmade products, especially into culture," Mai said.

FINES I Overdue charges rangefrom 25 cents to several hundred dollars
continuedfrom page 1
versity and public users.
Only university users have the ability to access the library’s electronic databases outside of the library and are
allowed to check out items placed on
academic reserve, which are courserelated items faculty members have
placed on hold at the library, LoFranco said.
Both university and public users
follow similar fine assessment processes, she said.
"The first day items are overdue we
charge a rate (4’25 cents per item per
day," LoFranco said. "The maximum
fine a single item can have is S10."
Patrons can turn in the item or
have it renewed at this point to prevent more fees from being incurred,
she said.
"But they’d still have to pay whatever balance they do owe," LoFranco
said.
After the SIO limit is exceeded, the
lost item is designated as "billed," she
said.
A billed item must either be replaced or returned, LoFranco said. lilt
is returned, the patron only has to pay
the $10 fine, she said.
"If they choose to have the item
replaced, it’s $100," LoFranco said.

"That’s an S80 flat replacement rate
along with $10 in processing fees and
the $10 fine."
Julie Kowalewski-Ward, head of
university access services, said patrons
who owe "billed" items owned by San
Jose State University have an additional option.
"They
can
opt to replace
the items at their
own expense and
pay the $10 processing fee and
the $10 fine,"
KowalewskiWard said. "The
public collection
doesn’t
allow
replacements.
You’d have to
just pay the flat
$100 rate."
If the item is
still missing, the
library refers the
matter to a collection agency,
LoFranco said.
"These kinds of situations are pretty rare," LoFranco said.
Some SJSU students said they felt
the process was reasonable.
"It makes sense," said Anthony he,

a senior biology major.
"Three weeks is a pretty long time,
and you aren’t breaking the bank to
pay fines."
Other students felt three weeks
weren’t enough.
"It’s all right, but I think a month
would be better,"
said Jessica Sandoval, a freshman
business
major.
"But I haven’t had
to pay fines because I renew my
stuff online."
Sandoval said
she hasn’t had to
renew books often, and using the
Internet to check
her account is
convenient.
"I don’t always
have time to come
to the library and
renew my books,"
Sandoval said. "At
least I can do it
from home."
Le said he often checks out books
to do research for Isis classes and hasn’t
encountered any serious problems with
turning in materials on time.
However, one time, a processing

"We thought having
the new library would
be a good time to try a
new approach."
Randy Anderson,
circulation desk
coordinator

mishap almost cost Le a few dollars,
he said.
"I checked the book out from the
self-checkout," Le said. "I returned it
on time, but I found out I owed them
money"
he said the library couldn’t find the
barcode for the book because it was
several pages into the book.
"They cleared it up and I got the
fine waived," Le said.
Randy Andersoh, a circulation desk
coordinator for the King Library, said
the current system is still in an experimental phase.
"We had a different system in place
at Clark (Library)," Anderson said.
"We thought having the new library
would be a good time to try a new approach."
In the past, students who had outstanding fees and overdue materials
could face holds on grades and registration, Anderson said.
"If they owed less than $200, we
would hold their grades," he said.
"They could still register. If they
owed more than $200, they couldn’t
do that."
Anderson said it is still too early to
make any kind of evaluation about the
current system.
"We’re still trying it out and seeing
how well it works," Anderson said.

REGISTRATION I PeopleSoft will check advanced G.E. eligibility
continitedfrom page I
required Mr an undergraduate degree
are made up of upper-division courses
that must be taken at SJSU.
The PeopleSoft system would be
able to determine if a student has met
the requirements to enroll in advanced
G.E. using a student’s official transcript, which is located online.
"PeopleSoft will have a computer
cheek and see if all of the core G.E.
is completed, and will keep people
from registering if they don’t have it,"
Cooper said. "It’s something that we
might look into and get people talking about."
Campus discussion, as well as communication at both SJSU and community colleges, would need to happen
before SJSU derides if the new technology will be used, Cooper said. He
said the earliest it might go into effect would be during the Fall semester of 2006.
"You never want to do something
that would prevent the students from
(registering) and they would not know
why,". Cooper said,
He said it would take the away burden of checking G.E. requirements
from the faculty, and would also allow
students to be informed of their GE,
statuses well before registration time.
Although students may not have
completed COM GS and would be
prevented from enrolling in advanced
G.E. courses, Cooper said they may
have completed other courses that
would serve as preparation for a particular area of advanced G.E.
These students would have to wait
until the first day of instruction to get
permission to acid the course.
"There’s pluses and minuses," Cooper said. "Faculty, students and admits-

istrators need to have a discussion before we change the way we do things."
In addition to completing core
G.E., students must also pass the writing skills test, which Evans said PeopleSoft does currently check for, be litre they may enroll in advanced G.E.
Students can use the new degree
progress report within MySJSU to
determine how far along they are in
completing their G.E. requirements,
Evans said.
"I think it’s terrific," Evans said.
"Students go into the degree (progress
report) and it will tell them if they’ve
met the requirements."
However, Evans said transfer students who started at SJSU prior to the
Fall semester of 2003 would find G.E.
courses taken su other institutions
would not show up in the degree report because SJSU is still working on
writing the software.
"What has to happen is that they
have to write all of the programs and
rules for every course that’s transferred
from every other institution," Evans
said. "That’s going to take a very long
time.".
Alexandra Zvereva, a senior graphic design major who transferred to
SJSU from De Anza.College, said she
finds the degree progress reports useful, but said none of the G.E. courses
she took at De Anza show up on the
report even though she transferred in
2003,
"Some classes that I took don’t
show up that they counted for G.E.
even. though I was following the
antersegmental General Education
Transfer Curriculum)," Zvereva said.
The Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum is the core
curriculum of lower-division G.E.
that is supposed to fulfill the require-

ments of any public California university, she said.
Zvereva was waiting to see a counselor to find out whether the problem
with her G.E. courses was with the
computer or the courses she took at
De Anza. She said she didn’t think using PeopleSoft to determine eligibility
for advanced G.E. courses was a good
idea because it would have prevented
her from taking them.
"I think it’s no good," Zvereva said.
"It could cause problems because mistakes happen all of the time."
Galait Tuzman, a senior graphic
design major who transferred to SJSU
from San Francisco City College in
2003. said she had a similar problem

with the degree report.
"Two classes show up, but it looks
like they didn’t transfer them for G.E.
credit," Tuzman said.
Students who transferred to SJSU
prior to the Fall semester of 2003 need to go back to the archives of records
used before the PeopleSoft system,
Evans said.
The combination of those records
and the courses they have taken at
SJSU will determine how far along
they are with their G.E. requirements,
she said.
If students have problems, Evans
said they should see either a major or
G.E. adviser who will do an unofficial
evaluation.
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Abstinence programs in
schools present misleading
information, lawmaker says
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Federally
funded abstinence education programs that are used in 25 states contain false and misleading information
about contraception, abortion and
sexually transmitted diseases, a Democratic lawmaker said Wednesday.
’he abstinence programs have
been embraced by President Bush.
They will receive S170 million in the
current government spending year,
more than double what the government was spending when Bush took
office in 2001. The abstinence curriculum may not include instruction
in contraceptive use as a condition of
federal funding.
But a report from Rep. Henry
Waxman, D -Calif., said 11 of’ the
13 most widely used programs underestimate the effectiveness of condoms in preventing pregnancy and
the spread of disease, exaggerate the
prevalence of emotional and physical
distress following abortion, blur science and religion or get fundamental
scientific facts wrong.
Alma Coldest, the deputy assistant Health and Human Services Secretary for Population Affairs,
said the report took statements out
of context to present the programs its
the worst possible light.
"These issues have been raised
before and discredited," Golden said.
"One thing is very clear for our children, abstaining from sex is the most
effective means of preventing the
sexual transmission of 1-11V, STDs
and preventing pregnancy:"
Wuctnan said, "It is absolutely

vital that the health education provided to America’s youth be scientifically and medically accurate.
A.C. Green’s Game Plan, named
for the professional basketball player
who said he would not have sex before he was married, raises question
about whether condoms cams stop the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases, Waxman’s report said.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and other researchers have found that consistent
and correct condom use does protect
against transmissions of many STDs,
the report said.
Other programs asserted as fact
sharply contested claims, the report
said. The FACTS middle school program, developed by Northwest Family Services, says, "Conception, also
known as fertilization, occurs when
one sperm unites With one egg in
the upper third of the fallopian tube.
This is when life begins."
In another instance, the WhyKnow curriculum asserts "twentyfour chromosomes from the mother
and twenty-four chromosomes from
the father join to create this new individual," the report said. The correct
number is 23 each.
Some curriculums also rely on
what Waxman called damaging stereotypes about boys and girls, including that girls care less about achievement and their futures.
The Why-Know curriculum
teaches: "Women gauge their happiness and judge their success by their
relationships. Men’s happiness and
success hinge on their accomplishments."
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Spartans
dumped
73-60

Oakland’s Wheatley out
with torn hamstring
Associated Press’

By Kevin Yuen
Daily Staff Writer
Despite trailing by only three
points at halftime, the San Jose State
University men’s basketball team went
scoreless in the first seven minutes of
the second half and eventually lost to
Santa Clara University, 73-60,
In the first half, the Spartans kept
up with the Broncos, never falling behind snore than seven points and even
taking the lead five times.
Spartan guard Kareem Guilbeaux
said even though the Broncos were up
36-33 at the half, he thought the Spartans did not play with intensity
"I think both teams were playing sloppy," he said. "I think that we
should’ve been up, rather than down
three at the half."
Spartan forward Michael McFadden was the only player to score in
double digits, racking up 12 points in
the first half.
The Broncos came out in the second half with a zone defense, which
effectively kept the Spartans from
sinking a basket for six minutes and 55
seconds. Santa Clara scored 10 points
during the dry spell.
"The zone was responsible for a
few of the turnovers (in the second

Don Hockwater / Daily Staff

San Jose State University center Matt Misko finishes a dunk on Wednesday against Santa Clara University.
hall)," said Broncos head coach Dick
Davey
Spartans head coach Phil Johnson
said he did not know why the zone was
able to ,te,p his team so easily.
"I really thought we wouldn’t have
any problem with the pressure and the

zone, but we did," he said.
Johnson added that the Broncos
had many different attacking weapons.
"We tried to defend inside and they
made us pay from the perimeter," he
said. "We extended out to try and get

those guys and they got us inside,"
Johnson said the Spartans downfall
might have been their complacency.
"I thought we played too cool tonight after winning two games," he
said. "They learned a lesson tonight
they can’t play like that,"

Wheatley has 85 carries . for 327
yards and four touchdowns this season for the Raiders, who are averaging a league-worst 75.4 yards rushing
per game.
"Tyrone is a big physical presence
back there, but there are other guys
who add things, too," quarterback Kerry Collins said Wednesday. "It’s kind of
been running back by corninittee and
Tyrone has solidified that a little bit. If
he’s out, other guys are going to have to
Step up, and I think they will."
.
That means Oakland (4-7) will be
counting on more from Amos Zereoue.
"I wish I could sit here and say I’m
going to run for 100 yards," Zereoue
said,
To improve their depth in the running game, the Raiders signed nillback
Chris Hetherington on Wednesday and
released linebacker Maugaula Tuitele,
Hetherington, cut by the Raiders in
September, last season appeared before
a grand jury investigating a nutritional
supplements lab the Bay Atea Labwhich has
oratory Co -Operative
been at the center of a steroids controversy in several sports.
Since being cut, Hetherington has
been home in Arizona working out
and playing golf, waiting for a team
to call, He could play on special teams
and at fullback Sunday
"I’ve been cheering for them, but I
haven’t been watching," he said. "I just
want to come in and help out any way
I can,"

ALAMEDA
Tyrone Wheatley’s injury-plagued season took another turn for the worse Wednesday.
The Oakland Raiders running back
will miss Sunday’s home game against
Kansas City with a torn left hamstring.
He had an MR! on Monday and will
likely miss two to three weeks.
He is not a candidate for injured reserve at this time, coach Norv Turner
said Wednesday
"If we needed a spot, he would certainly be a consideration," Turner said.
Wheatley, who missed three games
in October with a shoulder injury and
has also been nursing an existing foot
problem, said after Sunday night’s
snowy 25-24 win at Denver .that he
heard. a pop in his leg after landing
awkwardly late in the third quarter.
Wheatley caught a pass in the open
field and Denver cornerback Kelly
H.erndon’s shoulder pads jarred into
Wheatley’s right knee and caused him
to land hard on his left leg. Wheatley
grabbed the back of his thigh in pain
and was quickly carted off on a tractor
with a snowplow on the front.
Turner said Monday that Wheatley
was questionable this week and seemingly downplayed the injury saying,
"We were probably lucky there."
"They did the MRI and you know
how that is. Guys feel good about it
and you talk to them, then the MIU
tells the truth," Turner said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied.
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
WORK STUDY: TUTORS
NEEDED Grades 6-9 in Local
Schools. All Subjects.
Hrs. 8am-3pm. Days Flex.
kelly ,,mogilef sky@sccoe.org
SWIM TEACHERS: Yearround program, indoor pool.
Experience with children a
must. Teaching experience not
required. AM/PM/WE shifts
available. Email resume to
sdavis@avac.us
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop & kennel. P/T, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able
to do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great apply for dog lover. Can
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
or Call 371-9115
TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
Strong writing skills Grades 1st
thru H. S. Mon-Fri 3-9pm (Flex.
hrs) $1200/mo 408 255-5247
CATAPULT LEARNING IS HIRING!
Join one of the leading education companies In the world
& help San Jose students
improve their Reading skills,
Email your resume to
NoCaLlobs@educate.com.
WHAT IS THE JOB?
Tutor small groups of elementary & middle school students
using scripted lessons &
Catapult Learning materials.
Will assess students & analyze
students’ work. Will communicate with parents & teachers
regarding each students’ progress, Will assist with program
management & attend occaSiena’ staff meetings.
WHAT ELSE do I NEED is KNOW?
Teaching certificate or work
toward a state credential Is preferred. Experience in K-12 education is a must. Ability to teach
English Language Learners
and/or fluency In Spanish is
preferred. High energy level &
flexibility needed, Belief that all
kids can learn & positive outlook are essential.
This is an after school program within the Alum Rock
School District. Tutors will
work approximately 6-8 hrs/
wk. Paid training is provided.
Compensation is $20 plus/hour.
EARN EXTRA INCOME $5551
FT/PT. No experience necessary. Flexible Around Schedule
1.800-896-0720
Certain ’advertisernents in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information bolero sending money
for goods or services, In addition, readers should carefully
investigate all firma offering
employment listings or you pons for discount vacationS
or marchand I se.

12/02/04

FITNESS/DANCE/LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTOR needed Perfect
for Student. $20-$25/hr Find
out how you can also receive
University Credit for thts job
Fax resume to 408-971-4761
or call 408-971-4760

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T M-F 2-6:15pm
Pay Range: $7 83-$11.32/hour
TEACHER: PRIMARY PLUS
starting depending on exp. No
seeking PT afterscheol teach- ECE units req Call Kathy
ers working with students ages 408-354-8700X245
4-14 Hours are 2 30.6.00pm
M -F Also seeking subslitute
teachers which offer fiexible
LOS ALTOS GRILL
schedules. Exp a must. Call
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
Cathy 244-1968 x0X16 or fax
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS, CA
resume to 248-7433
Now Accepting applications for
SERVERS BARTENDERS’
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
FRONT DOOR
Counselors for after-school
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd
outreach programs Facilitate
Street@San Antonio
curriculum based activities
Monday-Friday 2:00pm-4:00pm
Bilingual a plus 10-15hr/wk 5101-a
or by apt. 650.948.3524
Visit www.girlscoutsotscc.org
far infra Send cover letter rim
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Marisa Cake Girl Scouts of Santa
Local valet company needs
Clara County, 1310 Basonm
enthusiastic & energetic indiAve San Jose, CA 95 r.29 or FAX
viduals to work at nearby malls
14081 287-8025 or minim@
pnvate events 5 country clubs.
girlscoutsofscc ore, AA,E0E
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
TEACHERS, SUBS &
schedule, Must have clean
RECREATION LEADERS
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
ENJOY working with kids?
money Call 408-867-7275.
Join the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
P/T instructors, Elem. schools.
AGES 5-12 years in our before Degree/Cred. NOT required.
and after school recreation
Oppty for teaching am Need car
programs. SMALL WORLD
VM 408-287-4170x408 EOE/AAE
SCHOOLS offers competitive
pay, health benefits for 30+ firs,
DELIVERY DRIVERS
excellent training & a fun work
Party rental business.
environment. We cart often
Perfect for Students!
offer flex. hrs. around your
Earn $250 every weekend!
school schedule. This is a groat
Must have reliable truck or
job for both Men and women
van. Heavy lifting is required.
Call 408-283-9200 X 10 Or tax
408-292-7876
resume to 408-283-9201
ATTENTION; SJSU STUDENTS
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr & Sr
High ESL, Santa Clara Private ’PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
School, M -F 9.3. $10.0011r.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Fax res. to 14081 247-0996

ROOMMATE for Person with
A Disability: Hope Services is
hiring roommates for persons
With developmental disabilities
in San Jose. Qualified applicants will have a California
driver’s license, automobile
insurance, a clean DMV record,
and a car, Professional or
personal experience working
With someone with a disability
is a plus. The ability to work
Independently, exercising
good judgement and decisionmaking skills is essential. The
Roommate’s major duty is to
be available In the home from
8 p.m. to 9 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
to assist the Individual in the
event of an emergency. During
these hours, the roommate
receives an hourly wage. The
roommate pays rent but is
compensated for services provided. We are looking for applicants who will be roommates to
female clients.
We are also looking for
COMPANIONS. Companions
do not live in the client’s home,
but work part time, providing
daily living skills training for
clients. The pays $12/hour
Please visit our web site at
www.hopeservices.org to learn
more about HOPE. To apply,
please call Shidah (408) 282-0485
or email her g SShahvarian
@hopeseryices.org EOE/AA

PT MERCHANDISER: Are
you seeking a part time job
and available on Friday afternoons? We are seeking a PT
Merchandiser to service magazines in Rite Aid stores. Retail
exp. preferred; must have
strong interpersonal skills &
email/internet access; be able
to work independently & in a
team environment. Please call
1-800 328 3967 x267

DECORATOR APT-UNIQUE
Spanish Revival Charm. We
are looking for a long term,
financially responsible person
who is clean, quiet & sober. 1
bedroom with den, hardwood
floors. This SF style flat has
a yard plus private front &
rear entrances. $850+/-. 551553 So. 6th St. LOOK, THEN
CALL! 408-286-0596

EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
Writer/Editor. Term papers,
theses, reports. 13 yrs business & technical exp. Accurate
& Efficient I also do resumes &
newsletters. 408-972-0319

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444
or 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.
FREE BOOK on Past Lives.
Dreams & Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR. Call toll-tree
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
visit Www,eCkankar.Org/FreeBook

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation.
Experienced. Efficient. Exact.
Familiar with APA 8 Chicago Styles. SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Includes cosmetic) $69.00 per year
ESL Is especially. Grace@831Save 3015-60%. For into call:
ROOMS for RENT. Convenient 252-1108 or Evagrace@aoacom
1-800-655-3225 or
location. We are taking applica- or www.gracenotesediting.com
www.studentdental.com or
SHARED HOUSING tions for rooms available on
GET
PAID
FOR
YOUR
OPINIONS!
www.goldenwestdentaLcom
So. 13th St. near Santa Clara
Earn S15-4125 8 more per survey
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Non St. This is close to San Jose
LAST
www.paidonlfnesurveys.com
Smoker, 3 BD/2 BA Horne.
State University near the heart
OF
Safe & Quiet Area, 1 Blk to Lt. of San Jose. You’ll be within
CLASSIFIEDS DBH 209
YOUR STUFF.
Rail. S425/mo utilities included walking distance to enjoying
5 PAPERS LEFT
$300 Dep. 408-265-6381
many of the downtown shops
& restaurants. All rooms have
private entrances. Each room
RENTAL HOUSING offers a private full bath, individual air conditionaing & a
MOVE IN BONUS! 5899-S950/ small refrigerator. Monthly parkMO. 2 BD/2FULL BA & 2 BD/ ing passes may be available at
’IBA APTS. WILL WORK Wilt
an additional cost. Street parkYOU on the DEPOSIT. 2 BLKS
ACROSS
ing available. Coin opererated
from SJSU. PARKING! CATS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Londoner, casually
laundry. No pets. Excellent
OK! W/D. Water/Trash Paid
Great Roommate Floor Plan!
5 Chasm
value @ $575/mo. all util. paid.
Well Managed Student Bldg
10 PC "brains"
No Deposit Required. Budding
CALL NOW! 408-378-1409
14 Slat
run by professional managers.
LA)ULL
NI}EiA
15 Lipstick target
Reserve your room today.Call
T4J
A T’QN E
S TITB.
14081 254-4500 or email
16 Throw hard
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
mortgages@statewldere.com.
F I NIETAiRiT S
17 Finished
SHERRY
HOUSE
First 5 qualified ape will receive 18 Kind of explorer
D’ I ’
S A 0
A’A A
For American and International a free 3 month parking pass &
19 Proof word
E.M.10.7
4,A
’D
p4y
Students.
a free copy of their credit report 20 Breakfast foods
IV E
Fun and Friendly Environment
22 Official supervising
5 minute walk to campus
N
G 0 R
OTh 0 P
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
a game
Wireless Internet
IN
HE AIR
V EIEP–S
Salary + Free Rm & Transport.
24 Double agent
FOR
SALE
Well-equipped
kitchen
www.angelaconsulting.com
AUNT .P A L’E1S’T
25 Fleck
Computer and Study rooms
BEER-LIQUOR-SPORTS SIGNS
Great Exp. & Resume Builder
26 Montana neighbor -4 E
1ST
j
IAN
2 pianos and game rooms
For Sale Lighted, Neon,
Call Peter 301-530-0976
29 Greet, as a dog
D 124I’L.j j ;IN G
I M PIA
Laundry facilities Parking
Tin. Mirrors, Banners. Local
32 Hits dead-center
L87Aj.j,4,11
IlAiL
AIMEE
Call
by
for
924-6570
or
stop
Available.
Pickup
&
Discounts
WORLD FINANCIAL GROUP
36
Polite
a tour. Check our website
’Al: LIE
UNCX0D
SIE,R
E
San Jose Area. View den% at
L U N:N
Excellent career opportu37 Became
www.sisu.edu/deptsdhouse
www.beerphernalia.com
or
Call
NI
X
ErKIE
L
nity in the mortgage industry.
ill-tempered
360 S. 11th Street (between Rob @ 408.691-3647
Lucrative commission splits. No
39
Portable
bed
11,3.04
8 2004 United Fealum Syndicale, Inc.
San Carlos & San Salvador)
licence required. Free on-line
40 Tours unusual
training, classroom training &
3 Livy’s highway
41 Discomfit
degree
SERVICES
mentoring program for all asso- DUPLEX FOR RENT-526
43 Big carnival city
4 Farm machine
42 Deli buy (2 MK)
ciates. FT & PT positions avail- E. San Salvador/11th. Walk
44
Writer’s
credit
5
Generously
47
Allerqic
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
able. Contact Michael Dorsa @ to School. 1 BD 1 BA Upper
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr 8 Sr
-Internships possible
45 Football cheer
6 Hecklers’ chorus
reactions
SCHEDULING
BONUS
(408) 623-421210 schedule an Unit, Quiet View, Garage,
High Math Santa Clara Private All majors may apply
46 - cotta
7 The King and
49 Travel word
4
hours
Of
your
group’s
time
School. M-F. 9-3 $10 00/hr.
interview.
-Scholarships awarded
Yard, $795/mo. W.D.R. Water, PLUS Our free (yes, free)
51 Medicinal
48 Hairstyles
narne
Fax res. to (408) 247-0996
annually
Trash, Gardener-PD. No pet.
plants
49 Stanza
8 Pupil’s reward
fundraising solutions EQUALS
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
-Some conditions apply
Applications at sign. 264-0871 51000.52000 in earnings
9 Rip up
52 "Uncle Miltie*
50 Wood residue
Healthy
females
ages
18-31
P/T STUDENT WORK
-Gain valuable experience In
or wwwbobbassorjp.com
10
Tarzan’s
overalls
chimp
53
Sear
a steak
52
Type
of
TODAY
for
your
group.
Call
Donate to infertile couples
$14.50 to START
sales/customer service
11 Happy rumble
64 Graceful
53 Didn’t go with
for a $450 bonus when you
some of the many eggs your
No Exp./ Will Tress
2 BLKS TO SJSU: 260/1BA schedule your non-sales fund-No experience necessary
for
Longed
forward
rhythm
57
12
Nudge
body. disposes monthly.
Suits All Majors ,
Spotless. Nice carpets. Prking. raiser with CampusFundraiser.
.Training provided
61 Lofty
13 Blackthorn
55 Ex-Met
COMPENSATION $5,000
Great Resume Exp.
Laundry. $1000/mo. 559-1356 Contact CampusFundraiser @
62 Track competitor
21 Military addr.
Tommie
FT/PT
Earn income & gain experiencet Call Reproductive Solutions now
(888) 923-3238, or visit
64 Franc’s
23 Jane or Henry
56 Venture
818-832-1494
START IMMEDIATELY
2 BDRM/2 BATH Alma@Vine www.campusfundraisercom
CALL 615.1500 9 am - 5 pm
26
Motionless
replacement
Hedge shrubs
57
Call: 408-436.9336
Includes W/D. $1050/mo + Dee
maw workforstudents.com/sisu
27 The Confederaey 58 Microwave,
65 Help position
FunStudentWork.com
Call (408) 569-3844
66 Barroom 28 Leading men
slangily
29 Part of TWA
59 Gray or Moran
67 Comparable
30 Sound
60 Puts on
68 AAA suggestions
FORNATTMOL/AGENCYRATEsColi.408-924-3277
69 Instinctive feeling
31 Looks pleased
63 Knows how
70 StUdles
33 More aloof
34 Droops
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, Including letters,, nunibers,.punctuatibn & spaces between words.
DOWN
35 Arrange, as hair
Alliance
37 Tofu constituent
2 Scream and shout 38 Pilot’s dir,
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_Lost and Found’ _Rental Housing
Announcements _Shared Housing
Estate

S end check or money Order ID: (No Credit Cards Accepted) .1-.. .GeCaniPuvreeentskaseClutos 29ertervIceal
EAEOUFNCT *scone:
_Heatomeauty
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% oft,
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Former California Gov. Gray Davis
returns to work at L.A. law firm
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES Gray Davis
is back in L.A. law.
The former California governor, who was recalled last year in
the historic election that put Arnold
Schwarzenegger in office, has joined
the Los Angeles law firm of Loeb
and Loeb.
It is familiar ground for Davis,
who earned his law degree from Columbia University in New York in
1967 and spent most of his life since
then in public service as an Army
captain in the Vietnam War and 28
years in California government, beginning as chief of staff to then Gov,
Jerry Brown.
"In between Vietnam and joining
Jerry Brown in 1974 I practiced law
for three years in Los Angeles," Davis recalled Wednesday in an interview. "I was a litigator in four or five
cases. The firm did some admiralty
work (commerce law) so that got you
in federal court, which is certainly interesting as a young lawyer."
Loeb and Loeb has represented
clients ranging from Anheuser-Busch
to the Beastie Boys in copyright infringement cases, and represented
financial institutions including AIG
and UBS.
Davis, who was hired after months
of discussions, downplayed the ques-

tion of whether having the recall on
his record might have been viewed as
a negative to a law firm.
"Everybody brings plusses and
minuses, he said. "I’m pleased that
Loeb and Loeb believes that I will
make a contribution to their firm. I
intend to do that. My whole life I’ve
been part of a team. As governor I
was head of the team, but in other offices controller, lieutenant governor, Assembly member you know
you’re part of a larger team.
Davis will be involved with clients
across the firm’s practice areas, firm
co-chairman John Frankenheimer
told The Associated Press.
"He’ll be working with lots of lawyers in the firm on corporate matters,
strategy regarding litigation and regulatory matters," he said.
Frankenheimer said he expects
Davis to use his relationships with
companies to help Loeb gain new
business.
"I’m going to be located in the
corporate practice group, but I expect
I’ll be working in other practice areas
including litigation, intellectual property, real estate and maybe entertainment," Davis said.
Davis said he expects to work
closely with the firm’s other lawyers,
bringing along his government experience.
"As governor you get to see a lot
of problems from a different perspec-

tive I can teach a course in electricity," he said, obliquely referring to the
California energy crisis that he grappled with during his tenure.
"We did an awful lot of work on
health cam matters, the environment,
education, transportation, so many of
the areas that generate legal business
for Loeb and Loeb and other firms
I’ve seen from a different perspective. Those insights may be helpful in
serving our clients,"
Although the firm handles entertainment issues, Davis said he doubted he would be dealing with anything
involving Schwarzenegger’s entertainment career but that it wouldn’t
be a problem for him if he did.
"I think Arnold would attest that
we have a good relationship," he said,
noting that he’s had dinner with
Schwarzenegger and wife Maria and
that he converses from time to time
with the new governor.
Asked if the new job was a turning
point or just a detour, Davis sounded
like the veteran campaigner as he cited his pride in contributions to public education en route to asserting
that his political career was indeed
over.
‘A lot of positive things happened,
but that chapter of my life is over," he
said, "and I’m now looking forward to
a new chapter, spend more time with
my family and return to the practice
of law."

Photos by Tomomi Tsuda / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Morgan Chivers (right), a junior photography
major, and Joe Claus (left), a senior design studies and
photography major, look at photographs at the San Jose
State University Artists’ Guild Tuesday afternoon in front
of the Art building. This is the first print sale that the
Photographer’s Club had, President Ricardo Ramirez said.

HOUSING I Jobs, affordable housing a concern for some
continuedfrom page 1
sciences, who received his bachelor’s
and master’s degrees from SJSU in
the 1960s, said, "I think things are
tougher now. The cost of living is
quite bit higher than back in ’60s."
Rodriguez said people who live
at the San Jose area need to get a job
that pays enough to make a living,
especially enough to cover housing
because housing in the Bay Area is
expensive.
The average rent fee that San
Jose residents pay is 31,300, said
Melissa Whatley, a legislative officer of the San Jose Department of
Housing.
More specifically, the average
rent for a studio in San Jose is $930.
A two-bedroom and two -bathroom
apartment is $1,517, according to
housing statistic report from the
housing department of San Jose.
"It’s very difficult to live in San
Jose," Whatley said. "Not only for
young college graduates, but a lot
of workers have a hard time to live
here."
Rodriguez also said when faculty members decide to work at SJSU,
they have to think about whether
they are able to make enough money
to live here.
"If I want to buy a house, I might
have to move from San Jose," said
Sherita Gibson, a junior advertising major. "But I’ll stay around San
Jose area."
Gibson said she doesn’t know if
her friends are staying in the San
Jose area after they graduate from
SJSU.
However, Gibson said, ’I think
they are, depending on how the jobs
are around here."
During
the1960s,
moving
around was more common compared to now, Rodriguez said.
"Back in the ’60s it was popular
for students, once they left the university, they go somewhere else," he
said,
On the other hand, Rodriguez
said he feels current students seem
to prefer to stay where they grew up,
rather than move around.
Andrea Miller, a senior psychology major, said she and many of her
friends wanted to move out from
their hometown when they applied
to college.
"But they stay wherever they finish their college," Miller said.
Miller said most of her friends
are planning to stay in San Jose, or
at least around the Bay Area after
they graduate from SJSU.
However, Miller decided to move
out from San Jose to attend graduate
school in San Diego.
"I don’t really like San Jose that
much," Miller said. "One of reason
for that is (SJSU) is a commuter
school, and I don’t really like that."
Miller said other reasons she
doesn’t want to stay in San Jose are
because she feels the city isn’t very
clean and is too crowded.
After Miller moves to San Diego, she said she is going to look for
a job there because she wants to stay
in San Diego,
"A lot of my friends who grew up
here
they want to move out," said
Nicole Mavrakakis, a sophomore
child development major,
"I’m the only one wants to stay,"
she said,
Mavrakakis said she is moving

out for the same reason as her friends.
"I feel a lot of people probably want
to move out, especially those who
grow up here and go to school here so
long. They probably have more ambition to move out," senior kinesiology
major Millare said.
Also, Mavrakakis’ friends worry
about the cost of living in San Jose,
therefore they are moving out, she
said.
Mavrakakis said she worries about
the cost of living in the San Jose area
as well, but enjoys being familiar with
the city.
"I know the area very well," she
said. "I feel more comfortable to stay
in the area I know rather than going
somewhere that I don’t know anything
about."
Even if many of her friends move
from the San Jose area, Mavrakakis said she would be fine because her
whole family lives in the area.
One reason some students are leaving the San Jose area is because they
may feel less of a connection to their

Tir want to buy a
house, I might have
to movefrom San
Jose."

Sherita Gibson,
student
university, said Joel Franks, a lecturer
of Asian American studies.
Franks, who received his bachelor’s
and master’s degrees from SJSU in the
early 1970s, said he feels the nature
around SJSU has changed a lot compared to when he was a student, He
said ’there was a sense of community"
for SJSU students and faculty members while he was a student.
However, now it seems the atmosphere is more concentrated on business people rather than students.
Rodriguez said after he came back
to SJSU to teach in 1991, he also saw
one big change on campus.
When Rodriguez was an SJSU
student, most students lived near the
campus in residence halls, fraternity or
sorority houses.

"There was a quite active campus
life," Rodriguez said.
However, he said he feels current
students have become less interactive
with other students since SJSU became a commuter school.
Franks said there used to be businesses such as restaurants, ice cream
shops, used bookstores and hair salons
for students near campus.
"Folks that are going to school
here, they may not be feeling a connection to San Jose State," Franks said.
"They go to school here, graduate and
(then they’re) gone."
However, immigrants and their
offspring might connect to San Jose in
ways others don’t, Franks said. Younger generations of immigrants might
have a sense of obligation to stay in
the area where their grandparents and
their parents built their lives, he said.
"I think people try to stay here because they grew up here. (Their) families and friends are here," Franks said.
Some students don’t feel that they
are connected to SJSU, but they feel a
connection to Santa Clara County or
the Silicon Valley, Franks said.
Even though some students aren’t
willing to stay in the San Jose area,
some of them don’t want to move
from California.
Carlotta Brown, a sophomore marketing major, said she prefers to stay in
the Bay Area, but even if she needs to
move out, she said, "I want to stay in
California."
Brown said she thinks San Jose is
very good place to live.
"We’re driving (distance) away
from everything," Brown said. "We’re
a drive away from the beach, the snow,
the countryside and mall," Brown
said.
If people in the San Jose area want
to feel cool, they can do it, but they
can come back to a warm place, Brown
said.
It is understandable if Californians
want to stay in this state because of the
good weather, Rodriguez said.
However, Millare, the senior kinesiology major, said staying in or moving out from the San Jose area depends on job availability.
"My main concern is actually to get
a job that retains the degree I graduated with," he said.
Millare said he doesn’t want to feel
Ins wasted college time and money
when he gets a job.
Millare said he doesn’t mind moving to different places, but he wants to
stay close to the ocean.
"I like to be close to water. I lived
near water all my life," he said.

qukk casual larbreie dining

"usChicken rice bowl and a soda or
bottled water for only $5!
Must show coupon when ordering
Ninja and MAC Cards Accepted
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LEFT: Cheryl Jay, a sophomore engineering major, looks at photographs
at the San Jose State University Artists’ Guild on Tuesday afternoon in
front of the Art building.

WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
HAS SOMETHING
FOR YOU THIS JANUARY
Enroll in a
WIlVTERSESSION
Class on
January 3 and
Be Finished
before the end of
the month!
You asked and West Valley
listened! Here are classes that
begin and end in January. Most
classes will run Monday through
Thursday. Enrollment is limited,
so make your choice and call or
visit us on the Web.
Registration for
New Students begins
December 13.

Call today!

CluCkin’ Good Meal
noodles
saridwiches
bento bow
soup
salads
rico bowls
party platters

Premiere print sale

Open 7 Days

’5554 SAN 10S1,
61. fl II AMa Sal
Sai-So I i
MIN PA.& !imam,"
next to the AMC /4 Viewers
0-.374 1Z77

TENGU SUSHI

408-741-2000
Enroll on the Web:
wwwwestvalley.edu

1..DEPARTMENT
Paralegal
Ennineerino

Ennir"1"
Health Care Tech
Health Care Tech
Fashion Design
Computer Apps
Accounting
General Business
Real Estate
DM/IS
Court Reporting

Counseling
Philosophy
Comm. Studies
Reading
Stretch & Flex
Functional Fitness
Karate
Kickboxing
Weight Training
Intro to PE
Flamenco Dance
Swimming
Nutrition Sal
Hates
Body Sculnlinti
Welnht Training
-Men’s Basketball
Milano
Fitness
Geology
Admin. Of Justice
Polilical Science

pi WEST VALLEY
LNICOLLEGE
14000 Fruitvale Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070

History
Psychology
Sociology

COURSE TITLE/NO.
Para 47
Engr 65
Engr 65
HCT 001
HCT 70
FD 82
CA 30 Online
CA 64 Online
Acct, 50
Bus 51 Online
Bus, Work Exp, 301
Bus. Work ExL302
RE 90 Online
DM/IS 001 - Online
CTR 120
CTR 120
CTRX 91A
CTRX 91A
CTRX 91C
Coons. 05
Coons. 12
Phil 001
Comm, Studies 001
Comm. Studies 012
Reading 53
PE 4,12 Distance Ire
P64.30
PE 6.02, 6 in
P66.07 86.08
P64.16
PETH 30
PE 3.08 & 3.29
PE 2,04, 10,03, 4.05
NS 15 Distance Lm.
P64.36
P64.29
P64.16
P68,04 P64.13
PE 4.33
Geo115
0,1001 Online
/LI 002 Online
11.134 Online
Pol. Set. 001
Pol. Sal, 002
History 40
History 17A
History 170
Psych 001
Soc. 20Distance Ire,

MORNING

EVENING
IC

IC
Afternoon
X

IC
IC

X

X

afternoon
TOO
IC
afternoon
allernoon
afternoon
afternoon
IC

X
IC

The Tech Center will be open
January 10-27, Teesday-Thursday 4-8pm

